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ARSTRACT :

Austz'alia ' ,S I'Oad system Ls seen as largely complete"
The network of sealed, two lane ruzal arterials
typically catez',g to traffic volumes of a few hundI'ed
vehicles

thousand..
provision

per.

day

but has

the

capacity

foI'

sevezal

In uI'ban aI'ea,s it has become clear.' that the
of evez

lllOz'e road capacity

(besides

being

prohibitively expensive) does not address the complex
issues of social
dynamics
which
undez'lie
the
congestion problems.
increasing proportion of I'oad funds is I'equiz,'ed
,simply to 'maintain the asset'., The age distI'ibution
of
Iural
artez'ial,s
suggests
that
CUl'I'ent:
z'econst.z:'Uction rates will have to be doubled i f
pre,sent: ,standax:d,s aI'e to be maintained.

An

Road construction authoI'ities need to take stock or
the new situation. TheiI.' in,stitutions and proceduI'es,
developed during the growth phase or the road S!Jstem,
are based pI.edominantly on technical consideI.'ations
and on an eaI.'lieI' undeI.'lying consensu,s on the need fOI'
1lIOI.'e and betteI. I.'oads. With the matuz'ing of the road
system, road needs have become I.'elatively less urgent
in relation to otheI. social needs" As a consequence,
the decI.'easing component of discretionaI.1j expenditure
will have to be' more fully justified in economic and,
increasingly, political teI.'MS than has been nece,ssaI.g
in the past ..
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INTRODUCTION
The

provision

of

a

Y'oad

system

is

one

of

investments which a nation is y'eQuir'ed to make"

the

largest

single

Whether ~n investment

spr'ead over' several decades is cor-rectly described as single is,
perhaps, open to discussion, but the consideration of a nationls road

system as a single entity does help to focus attention on the various
stages of its development and, in particular, on when OY' whether the
system ;s complete
This paper is concer'ned with the way Australia
has, implicitly, come to view its road system as largely complete and
with the way this per'ception is expressed"
It also examines the
Y'equirements of the mature, as opposed to the developing, road system.
It must be emphasised that the var'ious stages of road system
development and the corresponding funding levels which ar'e discussed,
are identified with the benefit of hindsight and are to be understood
as the result of an inter'play of political forces, socia7 expectations
and resour'ce 1imitations..
Only in the loosest sense should they be
thought of as the stages of a long term plan,
Two featur'es distinguish the Austr'alian situation"
Most countries
entered the twe,~tieth century with a fairly extensive network of roads
Which, while they were not adequate for the increased speeds and loads
of motor vehicles, at
least pr'ovided for basic access and
communications. In Australia, a virtual absence of roads over much of
the continent meant that the provision of a basic network, at however
rUdimentary a standard, was a pY'iority which occupied much of tile
period between the wars. Only subsequently could funds be appl ied to
bringing the qual ity of ser'vice up to desir'ed levels ..
The other' main featur'e of the Australian situation is a consequence of
the sparseness of the population and its concentration in a relatively
small number' of independent ur'ban centr'es"
Except on a few roads
radiating from the State capitals traffic volumes on rural roads are
extr'emely low, typically a few hundr'ed vehicles per day" However, the
minimum expected r'oad standard for' long distance travel is the sealed,
tWQ lane highway, which can cater' for traffic volumes of several
thousand vehicles per day.
Thus, once the basic arterial network of
sealed two lane toads is in place, it provides a very consider'able
buffer' of capacity to handle futur'e tr'affic growth"

DEVELOPMENT OF THE AUSTRALIAN ROAD SYSTEM
Figure 1 shows the annual expenditure on roads since 1920 and provides
the framework for' a consideration of the development of the Austr'alian
toad system.
1920 is an appr'opriate starting point as it coincides
with the period of rising demand (delayed by the First World War) for
impr'oved roads to meet the needs of motor vehicles.. This is also the
per i od of the es tab 1i shment of the Sta te Road Author i ties and of the
first Federal gr'ants for road works to the States"
The stages of development of the r'oad system ar'e loosely reflected in
the pattern of expenditure which shows thY'ee distinct phases,
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Figure 1 Total annual expenditure on roads in Australia, 1920-21 to 1983-84
(constant 1981-82 values)

THE CHANGING NEEDS OF A DEVELOPING ROAD SYSTEM
1920-1950
During this per'lad the basic network of (unsealed) r'cads was being
laid down against a background of str'ongly fluctuating road

expenditure. On the whole, the economic cl imate was not favourable to
major investments., Only during the early and mid 19205 was there a
steady growth in road funds, made possible by the rapid growth ;n
vehicle ownership and the registration revenues which were a major
source of those funds" This gr'Qwth was reversed by the depression of

the early 1930s.

A decade later, following a recovery, the Second

World War cut road spending by more than half as well as d;ver'ting the
drastically reduced funds available to strategically important Y'Dutes,

to the detriment of roads generally" In the year's immediately after
the war funding retur-ned to pre-war levels, but was largely absorbed
in mak i ng good the neg 1ect of the war years.
Despite the r'ecur-r-ent difficulties in obtaining funds. the need to
justify road expenditur'e does not seem to have posed a problem at any
time during this per'iod" A basic r'oad system to link widely separated
centr-es of popu 1at i on and to 1 open up I the vas t cont i nent to
development seems to have been implicitly recognised as a necessity by
both popUlation and politicians" War or economic crisis might delay
its achievement, but they did nothing to detract fr'om the basic
lneed l . Indeed, the funding difficulties may have imparted a sense of
urgency as new forms of low cos t r'oad cons tr uct i on wer'e deve loped to
allow the greatest possible lengths of road to be established. By the
early I950s the road network was largely complete, at least in the
sense that it had reached its present total len9th of 800,000
kilomettes and that few new links have been established since that
time"
1950-1970
In contr-ast to the earlier period, duting which the establishment of
the basic networ'k was the primary objective, the period since 1950 has
been devoted to upgr'ading the existing system.
Constraints on toad
funding appear' to have been relaxed until 1970 by which time annual
expend i ture in 1981-82 pr ices had 9rown five fo 1d, to about $2500M.
Certainly, this expansion was part of the post-war economic boom, and
coincided with a 50 per cent increase in population but, with a gr'owth
r ate of over B per cent per ann um, there was clear ly a cons i derab 1e
r'eadiness to invest in r'oads"
It is possible to see the pressur'es at wor'k dur'ing the per'iod
1950-1970 as a repetition, in more favourable circumstances, of those
acting during the eatl iet per'iod" Once again, the desire was for' what
were considered to be basic essentials"
In the more optimistic
climate, however'. with r'ising comunity expectations. concern focussed
on the quality of ser-vice provided by the roads" Minimum expectations
were now tnat sealed r-oads be pr'ovided faY' urban roads and the rural
arterial netwoY'k and indeed, for" a significant fraction of r'ural
access roads.
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Sealing of eXisting atter;al roads was, they'efar'e, the pr'incipal
activity dur'ing at least the first part of this per'lad.
Today the
rur'al arterial system has a total length of about 90,000 kilometres of
which about 70,000 have been sealed..

by 1970.

Much of this had been achieved

While the more dramatic events were, for' many years, associated with
rur'al roads, urban roads had also been developing but, in the absence
of special problems or' challenges, did not attract much attention"
Fr'om the start, Australian cities had been laid out with what wer'e, by
European standar'ds, generous road reserves and, as ear 1y urban roads
occupied only the centres of the y'eser'ves, it was, for many years,
easy to expand capacity to meet the demands of increasing traffic" By
the early 1960s much of the scope for easy road widening had been used
up and congestion emerged faY' the first time as a serious problem.
The initial response was the natural one-. conditioned by for'ty year's
of technical success in meeting the road needs of a grOWing nation
-provide more and better r'oads ..

The period from 1950 to 1970 resembled the earl ier per iod in that the
bY'oad consensus about roads still held. There was general support for
the view that - r'oad system upgrading and the resolution of road
problems could safely be left to the experts and, for twenty years,
the s tr ong 1y grow i ng economy pr'ov i ded the necessary resour ces .
1970-1985
Ashar'p change in the patter'n of r'oad expenditure occur'r'ed about 1970.
Growth stopped abruptly and. with some fluctuation. has r'emained at
about $2500 million per' year since then.
The change and its
suddenness can be attributed par'tly to causes unconnected with roads
or road constr'uction" Throughout the war ld. post-war' economic growth
and the confidence which had accompanied it. were declining.
Inflation was increasing and was soon to become a major' economic
problem, exacer'bated by the fir'st of a series of oil shocks which. as
we.] 1 as having serious macro-ecmromic effects, were to call into
Question some of the basic assumptions about the viability of road
transpor't i tse 1f"
Ther'e were. however'. developments in the perception of the road system
which, even without the mor'e general changes. would probably have led
to a stabil isation of r'oad expenditures.
In broad terms. the view
appeared to be emerging that the goal of the pr'evious half century was
within sight" Cer'tainly. much r'emained to be done" The sealed rural
arterial network was sti 11 not complete, and on urban roads congestion
had been an increasing pr'oblem since the early 1960s .. ,Nevertheless
decisions wer'e taken which would cause the pr'ogram of rural road
upgrading to pr'oceed at a r'educed pace. while some of the solutions
proposed for ur'ban congestion problems themselves suggested the need
for a review of basic assumptions"
TheiJrban congestion problems which had emerged in the ear ly 1960s led
toa ser:ies of major transportation stUdies based on methodology which
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epitomised the technically oriented approach to road issues,
most par't ~ the

5 tud ; es

For the

cone 1uded that the so 1ut i on to the canges t i on

problems lay in the pr'Qvis;on of increased road capacit.y., As capacity
with i n the ex; 5 t; ng Y'cad reserves was pr'eel uded, the
pr'oposals called foY' the construction of extensive networks of uY'ban
fr'eeways at tru 1y enormous expense"
On 1y a 5ma 11 fr action of the
pY'oposed freeway pr'ojects was ever' built, and even these absor'bed a
substantial proportion 'of road funds, particular"y in the ear-ly 19705.
Moreover, it soon became clear' that the expectation that freeways
Traffic volumes
would eliminate congestion problems was misplaced.
quickly expanded to fill the additional capacity, and land uses
changed to take advantage of, and el iminate, areas of reduced
conges t i on.
On the who 1e, the stud i es sugges ted a dec i s i on process
committed to the provision of ever more roads with insufficient regard
for the complexities and uncertainties of urban social dynamics.
By
overreaching themselves these studies sowed the seeds for a developing
scepticism about toad funding proposals based primarily on technical
consider-ations,
expans ion

While these developments all tended to limit road expenditur'es, the
maintenance. r'equir-ements of the road system wer'e increasing..
Recent
estimates indicate that approximately half of all r'oad expenditure is
already devoted to maintenance.
It is argu'ed below that this
pr'oportion is 1ikely to increase considerably ..

THE 'MATURE' ROAD SYSTEM
The view that the road sys tern is appr-oach i ng matur ity may seem
surprising when ther'e is no lack of calls for increases in the
allocation of r'esources for r'oad upgrading"
Ther'e is, in fact, no
contradiction"
For the most par-t, the calls for additional Y'oad
funding relate to perfectly genuine problem areas, for the solutions
to wh i ch funds wi 11 , in due cour se, have to, be found.
These
particular cases, however, are to be contr'asted with the overall
situation in which the mor-e pressing needs have been met and the more
tractable problems resolved. Those remaining are, by defin.ition, less
urgent or less tr'actable, and it is natural that proposals for' work in
these ar'eas should be sUbject to increased scrutiny. At the project
level, detailed economic benefit-cost analyses may be required but,
increasingly the case for road funding will have to be argued in the
pal itical arena ..
This is as it should be"
Economic analyses inevitably focus on the
readily quantifiable aspects of a case, the capital cost of the road
and the savings in user costs.
Even here, sweeping assumptions are
requir'ed about, for example, the value of time, or' the value of life
- to mention two items, routinely included in the analyses, but for
which the under-lying r'Zl.tionales carTy less, than complete conviction.
Other issues, such as the value of the lamenityl in residential
streets, ar'e generally acknowledged to be unquantifiable"
Moreover, even if all the uncertainties in the economic analyses of
road projects were resolved, funding for r'oads would still have to be
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obtained in competition with the other needs of society whose costs
and benefits may be even less quantifiable than those of roads. The

resolution of these issues, not to mention questions of equity and the
macro-demands of. the economy as a whole is quite properly left to the
political process
The constraints on economic analysis as an input to policy making are
very sever'e" On the one hand it is deal ;og 'with very complex issues,
treatment

of

which

may

require

the

development

of

new

and

sophisticated techniques. On the other' hand, to carry weight in the
political arena, the resu1ts must be intelligible and the arguments
clear and uncontrover'sial.
These requirements ar'e contradictory and
impose on the pur'veyors of advice the difficult task of combining the
insights they gain fr'om analysis with a realistic assessment of
pal itical feasibility"
The new Irul es of the game I have not been universally welcomed. For
more than half a century ther'e was a general, if r'arely articulated,
consensus that a great task was befor'e the nation, to provide the
roads far a continent" At the start, and for' many years thereafter,
the task would have seemed never-ending, and the question lIHaw much is
enough?U an ir'Y'elevance" Our'ing this period the institutions for the
accomplishment of the task wer'e built up and their procedures refined.
Quite pr'operly, technical considerations dominated decision mak ing and
engineers and the technical staff who presided over the road
construction authoritites were relied upon to identify the Ineeds l and
I def i c i eoc i es'
to be tack 1ed nex t., 5 teady pr'ogr ess was made towar'd s

the distant goal.

It is not in the nature of institutions to reflect upon their own
raison dletre.
A considerable momentulll of road building had been
established and the roads institutions had little cause to question
the need for' more and better roads .. By the 1970s, however, the nation
and the economy had moved on.
Many of the most pressing needs for
roads had been met and other socia'l and economic problems had come to
over shadow the rema in ing defi cienc i es"
Road expend i tures eau ld no
longer be based on purely technical grounds but. increasingly.
requir'ed economic justification and. more particUlarly, they had to
fit in with the wider political programs of the funding authorities"

An early manifestation of the new situation was the setting up, in the
late 1960s. of the Commonwealth Bur'eau of Roads in r'esponse to feder'al
funding levels pr'oposed to meet road Ineeds I as identified in a study
by the National Association of Australian State Road Authorities" The
Bureau was intended to provide the Commonwealth Go,vernment with
independent advice and to pioneer new approaches to r'oad assessment"
To a degree. it was Successful in that it inaugur'ated formal economic
analysis of road projects on a nationwide scale. but its analyses
embodied traditional r'oad standards and its recommendations differed
little from those of the established institutions. They still failed,
in particUlar'. to take account of the constraints imposed by the
political context within which road funding decisions ar'e made"
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It is easy, with hindsight, to say that the roads institutions were
slow to adapt to the new circumstances"
Probably they showed no more

than

normal

organisational

inertia

In

any

event,

it

must

be

acknowledged that an awareness of the new circumstances is now evident
in ~. number of road authorities which have been reorganised to present
their cases with gr'eater political sophistication"

In a break with

tradition some chief executives have been appointed whose backgrounds

are not in the road constr'uction profession"
THE MAINTENANCE OF A MATURE ROAD SYSTEM

It ;s important not to be confused by the special meaning given to the

term maintenance in road engineering circles.

There, the term Y'efers

to a vatiety of relatively minor routine tasks" In the present wider
context~ maintenance covetS ever'ything which needs to be done to
preserve the road system and the quality of service it provides. This
obviously includes the minor' routine tasks cover'ed by the specialised
meaning, but it also includes per'iodic major' reconstruction necessary
to make good the damage to pavements caused by heavy loads and, in
order to preser've the quality of service~ it includes any upgrading
necessary to cater for incr'easing traffic,
Coping With Growth

It is useful to star't by clarifying some of the ideas which underlie
the choice of road type to cater' for a patticular tr'affic volume"
Figure 2 is a schematic representation of the total, long term average
costs of travel on different types of tur'al road as functions of the
traffic volume..
The costs include all road constr'uction and
maintenance costs distributed ~ong the usetS as well as vehicle
operating costs and the costs of depreciation, accidents and ttavel
time.
Each toad is associated with a U-shaped cutve which falls
initially as the road costs are sptead over incr-easing numbers of
user's~ but which eventually rises as congestion costs come to
dominate"
The appr'opriate toad to cater' for each traffic volume is
that which gives the lowest tr'avel costs and~ conespondingly, for
each road there is a range of ttaffic volumes for which it is the most
appropriate" In the figure, the gr'avel road coveY's the tr'affic range
OA, the nar r 0'.'1, two 1ane. sea 1ed road covers the r' ange AB. and so on"
It, is important to note that these ranges are determined by economic
cost er' iter' i a and that the i r upper ends. ; n part; cu 1ar, are not, in
any physical sense, the capacities of the roads..
The Bureau of
Tra.nspott Economics is examining the dependence of the range limits on
the assumptions of the under lying economic analysis"
What is of
interest in the present context, is that the tY'affic r'ange for which
the nar'row, two lane, sealed toad ptovides the lowest cost travel is a
very wide one"
Typically, the range (AB in Figure 2) between the gravel road and the

justification for a wideY' road, is from about 100 to 2000 vehicles per
day _ a twenty fold var'iation. For compar'ison, the wide two lane road
might normally cover

the range

var i at i on by a factor of four"

2000

to

BODO

vehicles per

day -

Wh i1 e these fi gures ar e appr ox imate,
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the qualitative result ;s robust over a ver'y wide r'ange of
assumptions .. The implication, in the current context, is that. if the
ttaffic levels on a network of two lane sealed r'oads ar'e predominantly
in the low hundreds of vehicles per day, a ver'y considerable buffer' is
provided against the need to upgrade the network to cope with tr'affic
growth"

Figur'e 3 shows, for the combined Rural Ar'terial and National Highway
network. the distribution of length by traffic volume and road type"
Median traffic ;s about 400 vehicles per day,
Twenty per cent of the

network carr ies fewer than 100 vehicles per day and only 12 per cent
carries more than 2000 vehicles per day"

If the traffic volumes on this networ'k gr'ew uniformly at 5 per cent
per year' (somewhat above recent rates) about 16 per cent of the
network would need upgrading within the next 20 year's, an average of
o.a per cent or' about aoo k i lometres per' year" For compar i son, the
curTent r'ate of reconstruction for all purposes is about 1400
kilometres per year' but, as is ar'gued below, there is consider'able
pressure for this r'ate to be increased.
It is apparent, ther'efore,
that the contr i buti on of tr affi c gr owth to the need for' recons tr'ucti on
is compar,itively modest, and that this situation is unl ikely to change
for at least 20 years"

The Age of the Roads
Recent estimates suggest that a little over half of current road
expenditures is devoted to maintenance.
In the long run, of course,
if ever a final road system were to be in place, maintenance would
absorb the whole of the budget, and this sets a lower bound to road
expenditure" Unfortunately, the data which would allow this budget to
be estimated for the whole system do not exist, but some insight can
be obtained by considering the rural arterial roads about which more
is known.
Old roads are not necessarily bad roads but, as a general rule, roads
do deteriorate with time and eventually r'equire reconstruction"
In
order to maintain minimum conditions there is, therefore, a continuous
requirement to reconstruct the older' roads and, in the steady state,
the scale of this task is directly related to the 1ife of the road"
The age distribution of the Austr'alian rural arterials is, of course,
nowhere near a steady state. Much of the network was sealed for the
fir'st time dur ing the 1960s and only a small pr'oportion has yet
required reconstruction.. The current rate of reconstruction is about
1.4 per cent per year Which, if maintained, would cor'respond to a road
life of over' 70 years and an average network age of 35 years. On the
other hand, the cunent aver'age age of the networ'k .is about 17 years,
with very few sealed roads over 40 year's old. While 1ittle is known
about the relationship between age and condition on a network wide
basis, a gr'oss objective might be to maintain the average age of the
network..
In the long term, this would require a doubling of the
reconstr'uction rate to almost 3 per cent per' year, In the short term,
the requlrement might be even mor'e severe as there is a substantial
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grouping of r'oads in the age range 25 to 30 years which will shortly
be in need of reconstr'uction"

CONCLUSION
With only a slight oversimplification, one might contrast the
traditional bottom-up approach to estimates of road funding needs with
the top-down approach required by pr'esent circumstances" During the
growth phase of the road sys tern it was appropr; a te, or at 1eas t
acceptable, to determine the total road budget from the bottom-up by

summing the costs of projects needed to achieve technically specified
standards" However, as the road system approaches maturity, it loses
its special status and has to compete for funds with other needs of
society.
Road funds are then determined lar'gely by outside
constr'aints and r'oad programs need to be designed fr'om the top-down to
fit within a 1imited budget" Maintenance of the existing road system
absorbs an increasing shar'e of the bUdget and the case for the
decreasing component of discr'etionary expenditure is more and more
determined by pal itical considerations"
The impor'tant lesson for' the analyst or' technical advisor is that
technically determined unique solutions to road planning and budgetary
problems may not be appr'opriate" They may even be counterproductive
if they confl ict with strong pol itical pr'essur'es and are not amenable
to adjustment and iter'ation to take account of these pressures"
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